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BADGE NO 

1200704559 12/14/2012 09:41 12/14/2012 JEWISS, DANIELE. 0336 I PETERS, ALISON A 0816 

INCIDENT ADDRESS APARTMENT NO TOWN CD TYPE OF EXCEPTIONAL CLEARANCE CASE STATUS 

00012 Dickinson Dr/ Newtown 06482 Not Applicable Active 
. -. 

TRANSCRIPTION REPORT: CONNECTICUT STATE POLICE RADIO TRANSMISSIONS ON 12-14-12 

ACTION TAKEN: In this investigation, I was assigned to transcribe the CSP radio transmissions that were made during the agency's response to 

the Sandy Hook School Shooting on 12-14-12. 

The telephone calls and Police radio transmissions were obtained from the centralized dispatch center for Troops A, B, and L for the date of 

12-14-12, from approximately 0930 hours to approximately 1030 hours and entered into evidence as Exhibit# 349: CSP 911 calls and police radio 

transmissions. The transcription consists of the radio transmissions bel.ween the Troop and the personnel responding to the scene and 

conversations between the Troop and Newtown PD Dispatcher Jennifer Barocsi. It also includes the transcription of telephone calls made to the 

Troop from personnel present at the scene who were unable to relay pertinent information over the air because their portable radios were not 

transmitting properly. The 911 telephone calls made to the Troop regarding the incident that were of an investigative importance 

were transcribed in separate reports. 

During the time period of the radio transmissions, Dispatcher Betsy Brennan was primarily assigned to the Troop A dispatch, Dispatcher Mark 

Nadeau was primarily assigned to the Troop L dispatch, and Dispatcher Karen LaPrade was primarily assigned to Troop B dispatch. Sgt Michael 

Roach, TFC Timothy Loomis, and TFC Richard Binkowski were also working in the dispatch center. The transmissions and telephone calls are 

made by state police personnel, Southbury police officer (Tierney) , State's Attorney Inspector Don Brown, and an Oxford Constable (Ramirez). 

The entire transcription report was completed as a word document and is attached to this report. Refer to document # 00156923. In the report, the 

times of dispatch vary due to the transmissions coming over the separate dispatch channels of both Troop A and Troop L. Troop A and Troop L 
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were eventually linked together on a patch so that the Troopers from each troop can communicate with each other. The Troop L dispatch 

transcriptions were written in bold type to differentiate the t ransmissions from Troop A. The numbers in parentheses that are written in bold type and 

appear directly after the dispatch time are the "fi le" numbers in which the transmissions were located in Exhibit 349. 

CASE STATUS: This case will remain active pending further investigation. 

THE UNDERSIGNED, AN INVESTIGATOR HAVING BEEN DULY SWORN DEPOSES AND SAYS THAT: I AM THE WRITER OF THE ATTACHED POLICE REPORT PERTAININGTO T HIS INCIDENT NUMBER. 
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STATE POLICE DISPATCH RADIO TRANSMISSIONS 

9:37:38 {8) Brennan: "Troop A to all A cars Troop A to all A cars be advised Newtown has an active 

shooter ... active shooting ... the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown" 

9:37:42 (9) Unknown: Transmission is unintelligible 

9:37:46 Kick (#811): "Bets (Betsy) get us an address" 

9:38:13 l<atrenya (#555): "Do we have an address on that?" 

9:38:28 (11) Tierney (#AC71): "Troop, that's Riverside Rd" 

9:38:37 (13) Kiel<: "What's the best way to get in?" 

9:38:40 Cario (#149): "Start all our western patrols that way. Patrol one (1) slide down to the highway 

and the eastern patrols cover the rest" 

9:38:50 Brennan: 110kay school is now in lockdown" 

9:38:56 Katrenya: '1Give me an address" 

9:39:12 (15) Brennan: (beginning of transmission is cut off) 11gettin reports that the shooter is outside the 

door" 

9:39:29 (17) Cario: 11811 get an address and throw it out on chat" 

9:39:45 (19) Gregg (#701): ''701 A. .. / think it is 12 Dickinson Drive in Newtown 11 

9:39:49 Brennan: "12 Dickinson Drive, 12 Dickinson Drive 11 

9:39:55 Loomis: 11any cars responding ... the shooter is apparently still shooting ... in the office area1 .12 

Dickinson Drive'1 

9:40:07 (20) Gutierrez (#1404): 111404 Tmop L" 

9:40:15 Nadeau: "Come in" (23} 

9:40:19 Gutierrez: 11it's north of 42, prior to 43 if you could start a hook .... doesn 1t appear to be any 

injuries" 

9:40:26 Nadeau: ''Roger I'll start a hook just be advised .... the other L car is working an active shooting 

in Newtown" 

9:40:12 (21, 22) Unknown: "Troop A. .. 11 (transmission is unintelligible) 
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9:40:14 Unknown: "Exit 11 ?" 

9:40:22 (25) McDaniel (#1373): "Troop A personnel take exit 10 and a left on 34 continue on Riverside 

Rd .. Oickerson Drive .. make sure you have your vests on" 

9:40:27 (24) Dispatcher LaPrade: "Troop B to all units we are working on an active shooting in 

Newtown right now ... we are working on an active shooting at a school in Newtown right 

now" 

9:40:51 (27) Cario : 11149 Troop A cars responding ... sound off" 

9:40:56 McGeever(#837): "837 exit 10" 

9:41:00 l<ick: "811" 

9:41:04 l<atrenya: 11555 from exit 5 11 

9:41:07 Cipriano (#1383): 111383 enroute11 

9:41:11 Benecchi (#1413) : 11141311 

9:41:15 Blumenthal (#690): "690 enroute" 

9:41:22 Gregg (#701): 1701 11 

9:41:29 Unknown: Transmission is unintelligible · 

9:41:00 (29, 30) Poach (#668): 11668 What's the location there?" 

9:41:13 (30, 31) Roach : 11Number twelve Dickerson Drive Newtown, twelve Dickerson Drive Newtown, 

it's an elementary school" 

9:41:21 Poach: 11Roger, send it to my CAD ... !'// be enrou-te" 

9:41:25 (33) Roach: "Roger" 

9:41:35 (34) Zullo (#842): 11842 I'll be responding" 

9:41:47 (35) Loomis: "Any cars still responding, the shooter is apparently still in the main office area" 

9:41:58 Ramirez (AC35): "AC35, I'll be responding as well .. 

9:41:54 (36,37) Deltorto (#101): "101 troop L" 

9:41:57 Nadeau: 11101 11 

01 02 

9:42:00 Deltorto: 11Are they requesting any addii'ional unit's down that way .... heading that way?" 
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9:42:05 Nadeau: "Nah .. they're asking any available help at this time" 

9:42:11 Deltorto: "I'm saying .. you ... you .. " 

9:42:14 Deltorto: "You came in garbled .. they are or they are not?"(39) 

9:42:30 Nadeau: "Yeah roger .. / need any available cars" (40) 

9:42:34 Deltorto: "Roger ... (transmission unintelligible}" 

9:42:11 (38) Cipriano: "Troop A directions again please ... off exit 10" 

9:42:16 McDaniel: "Troop A to all cars ... exit 10 .. take a left on Rte 34 continue ... on Riverside Rd. and 

then turn right onto Dickerson Drive" 

9:42:35 (43,44,45) Nadeau: "101 are you enroute?" 

9:42:39 Deltorto: "Roger" 

9:42:42 Nadeau: "Alright" 

9:42:50 Caria: "Troop A do we know how..what.. Newtown has on scene ... are they engaged with the 

shooter yet?" 

9:42:55 {45) Loomis: "We don't have uh Newtown on the line yet sarge" 

9:43:02 Cario: "Get Newtown on the line begin coordinating wiih them. They may just wan/' us to 

establish a perimeter or whatever" 

9:43:07 (45} Loomis: "Roger" 

9:43:16 (47} Roden (#174}: 111741'/I he enroute" 

9:43:19 Nadeau: 11174 roger" (44) 

9:43:15 Cournoyer (#1315): "1315 I'll be enroute. I get off exit 10 you said take a right?"(44) 

9:43:30 Nadeau: 11Roger1 exit 1011 

9:43:33 McDaniel: '1Exit 10 take a left onto Rte 34" 

9:43:36 (47) Dragon (#705): "705 A I'll also be enroute" 

9:43:38 (49) Deltorto: "101..channel 8 ... Troop L" 

9:43:39 (47) Nadeau: "705 roger1
' 
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9:43:42 {47) McDaniel: ''Once again .. Exit 10 turn left on Rte 34 continue on Riverside Rd and then a right 

on Dickerson Drive" 

9:44:07 (52) Caria: "Rich ... " 

9:44:08 Deltorto: "101 to troop L unit's if .. (transmission unintelligible)" 

9:44:12 Caria: "Rte 34 is at exit 11" 

9:44:19 McDaniel: "Roger .... get off exit 10 take a left on 6 ... turn on ... take a left at 34 .... continue on 

Riverside Rd and then a right on Dickerson Drive" 

9:44:32 Brennan: "Roger" 

9:44:54 (56) Loomis: "Any cars on scene, sound off. .. any cars on scene sound off" 

Telephone call between Loomis and Barocsi 

9:45:03 (59) 

Barocsi: 11Newto1tvn police dispatcher Barocsi .. how can I help you?" 

Loomis: "Hi Newtown, Troop uh L, A, and B here .. uh what do you have on scene?" 

Barocsi: 11We have a sergeant and uh three uh or four officers" 

Loomis: "Is it secure yet?" 

Barocsi: "Uh we're working on that" 

Loomis: "Do we have the shooter in sight?" 

Barocsi: "Uh t·hat I'm unsure of at this time .. hold on one second" 

Loomis; "Ok you stay on the line with me" 

Barocsi: "Alright" 

Loomis: "Cause I got people responding" 

Barocsi: "Ok hold on one second" 

09:46:01 {65) 

Barocsi: (talking to someone in Newtown dispatch) "yeah state police are asking the same question." 
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Loomis in the background dispatching: "149 you should have a ... " (gets cut off) 

Barocsi: (dispatches to Newtown) "S4 .. States (state police) heading in." 

Loomis in the background dispatching: "149 we have a sergeant from Newtown on scene .. unknown if 

the shooter is located." 

Barocsi: (talking to someone in Newtown dispatch) "Do we have the shooter?" 

Loomis: (to Barocsi) "How they doing?" 

Barocsi: "Hold on one second" 

09:46:54 (73) 

Barocsi: "The building's not secure .. the building's not secure" 

Loomis: "Say again?" 

Barocsi: "The building's not secure" 

Loomis: "Ok" 

( Heard in the background "811 thirty one") 

Loomis: "Who do we have on scene there?" 

Barocsi: "/ have uh two sergeants and three .. or ... three officers .. four officers" 

Loomis: "0/<..and we have a perimeter?" 

Barocsi: "Uh yeah" 

(Loomis dispatches that l\lewtown is on scene and the scene is not secure) 

09:47:43 (75) 

Loomis: (to dispatch room) "Anyone get a description of the guy? 

Barocsi: "Alright lemme .. / gotta let you go can I call you back with further?" 

Loomis: "No I want you stay on the line with me ... " 

(l<ick heard in the background: "unknown where the shooi'er is .. unlmown where the shooter is") 

Barocsi: (hears Kick's transmission) "Yup .. unknown" 
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09:48:24 (79) 

Loomis heard transmitting: "Troop A to any car at the scene if you have a description of the shooter 

sound off." 

(Barocsi heard talking in background) 

Loomis: (to Barocsi) "How bout.did your guys get any description of the guy?" 

Barocsi: "Uhh hold on they're still working on one" (speaking to Dispatcher Nute: "Bob did they give 

a description at all?" (repeats) "Bob did they give a description at all?") 

(Heard in background "AC35 I'm 31") 

09:49:17 (86) 

Barocsi: "Do you have a description Bob? Before you pick up the phone ... Do you have a description?" 

(To Loomis} "Negative on the description ... it's a negative description " 

09:49:37 (87) 

Loomis: "I believe my sergeant· is out with yours?" 

Barocsi: "Ok ... I'm gonna let you go then" 

Loomis: 110k11 

Barocsi: "Alright thanks " 

Call ends 

Telephone call from Barocsi to Roach 

09:45:08 (60) 

Roach: "State Police emergency// 

Barocsi: "Hey its Barocci from Newtown how are you?n 

Roach: "Yup .. goodn 

Barocsi: "Alright you guys hear what's going on in Newtown right now?// 

Roach: "Yeah active shooting ... (gets walked over in transmission)" 
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Barocsi: "Yeah you got it" 

Roach: "Ok" 

Barocsi: "Alright?" 

Roach: "You got help coming" 

Barocsi: "Alright thanks bye" 

9:45:30 {61) Cario: "Troop A can you tell us what Newtown has planned?" 

9:45:34 Nadeau: "Sarge we're on the phone with Newtown now" 

9:45:49 (62} Brennan: "Troop A to all units responding, we got an injured person in room number nine 

with numerous gunshot wounds" 

9:46:05 (66) Loomis: 11149 you should have a ... (gets cut off)" 

9:46:06 l<icl<: 11 
.... (interrupts) Sandy Hook make a left at the light" 

9:46:17 Loomis: 11149 ... we have a Sgt. from Newtown on scene .. unknown if the shooter is located" 

9:46:25 Cario: 11 
... .(cut off} with Newtown" (Cario states "keep an open line with Newtown") 

9:46:28 Loomis: 11
/ have them on the line .. l'm keeping them on the line" 

9:46:33 Hofbauer (#040): 11 
.. .(transmission cut off) 0 098 on scene 1

' 

9:46:37 Brennan: 11Roger all units 11 

9:46:05 {67} Guimond (#463): "463 Troop L ... assign the case number to me .. Exit 42" 

9:46:11 Nadeau: "463 roger" 

9:46:14 Deltorto: 11463 go to channel 08 if were on the patch .. Troop L, were on the patch right?" 

9:46:20 Nadeau: "Roger" 

9:46:44 {70) l<ick: 11AII cars1 make a left at the light. 11 

9:46:54 (68, 71, 72) Cipriano: 11Kick1 I'm westbound getting off 11 and then on 34?11 

9:47:01 l<iclc 11Get off 10 make a left...go straight through the light at the bottom of the hill and you're 

going to see Dickerson on your right...8111 thirty one 1
' 
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9:47:08 Brennan: "Roger 811" 

9:47:11 Wagnblas (#278): 11278 thirty one" 

9:47:14 Brennan: 1127811 

9:47:17 Salmeri (#207): 11207 thirty one" 

9:47:23 Loomis: "A cars you should have Newtown on scene with two sergeants and another patrol car" 

9:47:34 Loomis: 11 
... (cut off) states the school is not secured ... not secured at this time 

9:47:51 (72, 76) l<iclc "Cars coming in set up a four corner perimeter around the building ok? Unknown 

where the shooter is ... unknown where the shooter is, set up a four corner perimeter around the 
building" 

9:48:04 Loomis: "Roger" 

9:48:26 (78) Loomis: "A to any car at the scene if we have a description of the shooter ... sound off" 

9:48:35 Kick: "Negative on the description ... olc. shots were fired about 3 minutes ago ... quiet at the time" 

9:48:46 {78) l<atrenya: 11555 to 811 left at the light... we're having trouble finding Dickerson ... " 

9:48:32 (81) Deltorto: "101 Troop L channel 08" 

9:48:49 {83, 84) Deitorto: "101 troop L channel 08" 

9:49:06 {85) Ramirez: "AC35 A, I'm thirty one" 

9:49:10 Loomis: "Roger 35 thirty one 11 

9:49:46 (38, 89) l<iclc 11Cars coming in do a sweep of the outerperimeter ... do a sweep of the oule1 
perimeter11 

9:50:03 Benecchi: 111413 thirty one 11 

9:50:06 Loomis: 11Roger11 

9:50:07 l<atrenya: "(unintelligible) ... thirty one 11 

9:50:08 Loomis: "Roger 555 ... 1315 want you hold at Riverside and secure that area 11 

9:50:24 l<iclc 11 
... (cut off) we do have EMS enroute correct? Ems is enrouter 

9:50:27 (91) Brennan: 11EtvlS is enroute ... needed most in room #9 11 
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9:51:16 (94) l<atrenya: ''555 to 811" 

9:51:53 (98) Cipriano: "Left off the exit and right onto Riverside?" 

9:52:10 (99) McDaniel: "Left off exit 10, continue on to Riverside, right on Dickerson Drive" 

9:52:42 (100) Roden: "174 L thirty one" 

9:52:47 Blumenthal: "690 thirty one" 

9:52:50 l<atrenya: "555 Troop A Newtown's reporting one suspect down the building has not been 

cleared" 

9:52:58 l<ick: "We need a couple of more cars up at the scene" 

9:53:06 C. Guerra (#420): "Troop A, I'll be responding also from Superior Court to Newtown" 

9:53:11 Loomis: "Roger" 

9:53:13 Brennan: Transmission is unintelligible 

9:53:19 Unknown: Transmission is unintelligible 

9:53:39 (104) Loomis: "A to uh Troop A and Troop L personnel ... signal five on the air ... if you have patrol 

information go to channel 8" 

O'Donnell's cell phone call to Roach at centralized dispatch 

9:54:20 {107) 

Roach; 11Si'ate police emergency" 

O'Donnell: "Hey it's 272 just mark me 31 there" 

Roach: "O'Donnell 31 roger" 

O'Donnell: "yup ... roger ... thanks" 

9:54:20 (108) Loomis: "A to 149 ... do we have a status on the shooter?" 

9:54:43 (110) Poach: "668 Troop A. .. any updates in Newtown?" 
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9:55:43 (111) Loomis: 11149 I'm not reading you on your portable" 

9:55:58 {112) Gomez (#317): "317 L" 

9:56:02 Loomis: "317 there 1s a signal 5 on the air .. ifyou1re responding to Newtown .... " 

9:56:13 Gomez: "Roger .. I was just looking for the address" 

9:56:17 Loomis: 11Go to channel 8 we will put you on it ... it will he off exit 10 Newtown ... Sandy Hook 

Elementary" 

9:56:26 Loomis: "A to 149" (113} 

9:56:38 {117) Perry (#046): "Troop A, I'll be on scene ... we have plain clothes people here make sure 
everybody has their raid gear on" 

9:56:47 Nadeau: "046 roger" 

9:56:49 Loomis: 11Roger 046" 

9:56:51 Loomis: ''A to any plain clothes cars responding make sure you have your raid gear on .. raid gear 

on" 

9:57:10 Davis: "098 troop A do we have CMED anywhere near us? ... 11 (transmission breaks off) 

9:57:19 Loomis: "Roger 098 cmed uh .. I'll check .. actual for a response .. 11 

9:57:27 Davis: 11/-lave them come to the base of the school; not..once .. l'II be here right at the base .. get 

the injured parties out ... start getting 1em out" 

9:57:34 Loomis: "Roger 98 extricating the people out of the school" 

9:56:55 (119) Gomez: 11317 L, what's the actual street number?" 

9:58:13 (124) Keane (#401}: 401 thirty one. 

9:58:48 (125) Loomis 11 
.. transmission broken ... four two zero come in .. 11 

9:58:50 Guerra: "Coming eastbound ... exit 10? Top of the ramp ... leftr 

9:58:56 Loomis: 1Roger 420 .. off exit 10 turn left and a right ... actually a left turn off riverside and onto 

Dickinson ..... responding units no need to ... acknowledge" 

9:59:09 Loomis: "A to 149 or 098 ... could you give me a status?" 

9:59:31 Davis: ''98 troop A..still active situation..we're starting to get the injured out" (128) 
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9:59:39 Brennan: "Roger 098" (129) 

9:59:44 Loomis: "Roger 098" (130) 

9:59:51 Brennan: "Troop A to any unit on scene .. if you can reach EMS personnel they need uh assistance 

in the kindergarten room. .. assistance in the kindergarten room for a ... victim" 

10:00:04 O'Donnell: 11272 roger thaf1 (131} 

10:00:13 Lukienchuk (#573): 11573 A physical address of school?" 

10:00:18 Brennan: 1112 Dickenson Drive ... 12 Dickenson Drive" 

10:00:22 O'Donnell: "We need a bus up here right away ... send an ambulance up right up .. up to 

me ... 401 get the bus .. Dennis get the bus" 

10:00:40 (132) B. Van Ness (#138): 11138 Troop A" 

10:01:00 (133) O'Donnell: 11272 to 401'' 

10:01:05 O'Donnell: "Dennis get your cruiser .. get your cruiser and bring it up here" 

10:01:15 l(ick: "Troop A, you might want to see if the surrounding towns can send EMS personnel, we're 
running out real fast" 

10:01:23 Loomis: "Roger 811 ... additional ambulances needed..roger" 

10:01:34 Loomis: 11098 were getting reports in room one and room nine .. room one and room nine for 
victims" 

10:01:48 Davis: Transmission is unintelligible 

10:01:44 (138) Van Ness: 11138 Troop A" 

10:01:47 (B9) Nadeau: 1113811 

10:01:54 (140) Nadeau: "138 ... go ahead sarge" 

10:01:58 (141} Van Ness: 11138 Troop A, on channel 08, uh be advised I'm heading off exit 10. There's 

another school there ... Wesley Learning Center . .l'm off duty I'm going to secure that school." 

10:02:10 Nadeau: "Roger sarge" 

10:02:36 (142) O'Donnell: 11272 to 401 '1 
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10:02:42 l<eane: "I'm coming in to you now'' 

10:02:46 O'Donnell: "Ok you're going to hold up right there ... meet up with uh Detective Van Ness ... 

meet up with Detective Van Ness ... you're going to set up a perimeter uh ... staging for all the 

people corning out" 

10:02:56 l<eane: "Ok" 

10:03:00 O'Donnell: 11272 A, 1413's leading a group of uh young kids out the front" 

10:03:05 Brennan: "Roger 272 11 

10:03:07 Loomis: "Roger 272, out the front" 

10:03:12 O'Donnell: (garbled) 11272 A" 

10:03:15 Kiel<: (breaks in)" ... / got a paramedic coming up ... (unintelligible}" 

10:03:20 O'Donnell: (transmission cut off) 11 
.... at the staging area with them" 

10:03:23 Brennan: "Ok we're walking on each other here ... 811 go ahead" 

10:03:36 Brennan: "272 come in" 

10:03:44 Brennan: "Troop A to 272 11 

10:03:48 O'Donnell: 11272 outer perirneter" 

10:03:51 Brennan: ''Go ahead with your last t-ransmission .. you were being walked on" 

10:03:57 O'Donnell: "Ok we have a staging area for the students, personnel and the parents outside 

near the street...401 and Detective Rachael Van Ness are leading that area" 

10:04:09 Loomis: "Roger 272 .. 401 and ... 13 ... " (transmission cuts off) 

10:04:55 (146) O'Donnell: 11272 A with a 15 on a possible suspect" 

10:05:10 Loomis: "272 go with your 1511 

10:05:15 O'Donnell: "Connecticut eight, seven, two, Y- Yankee, E- Echo, 0- Oscar ... 872YEO ... possible 

suspect vehicle" 

10:05:28 (147) Guerra: "420 A thirty one" 

10:05:33 Loomis: "Roger 420 thirty one" 
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10:05:47 {148) O'Donnell: 11272 A ... another large group coming out" 

10:05:52 Loomis: "Roger 272 ...... group coming out the front door" 

10:06:27 (149) Gregg: 11701 A ... uh paramedics over to the .. uh .. to the fence line .. to the left of the school 

for an injured party coming out" 

10:06:38 Brennan: "Roger 701...272? 11 

10:06:41 Loomis: "Roger 701 medic needed at the ... the fence" 

10:06:50 O'Donnell: 11272 go ahead" 

10:06:53 Brennan: "We're getting the EMS .. s .. units over there .. they need them at the fence line? Over 

near the fence line with 701 ?11 

10:07:01 O'Donnell: 11Roger that's a good spot there's, uh 401 and Detective Van Ness and they can 

look over any of the other personnel coming out and the children" 

10:07:13 Brennan: 11 Roger" 

10:07:13 (152) Nadeau: "Troop I. i'o 138 on channel 08" 

10:07:18 O'Donnell: 11Make sure we have uh ... numerous EMS units please" 

10:07:29 (153) Davis: 112 72, where do you have the people coming out staging?" 

10:08:37 (157, 158) l<eane: "Troop A, have the F.D. close down the road ... we don't have any police 

personnel to do that" 

10:08:46 Loomis: 11Roger 401 we're talking about Dickinson and Riverside ?11 

10:08:50 Keane: 11Dickinson ... we don't need any more people in here were just trying to set up a safe 

perimeter and remove all the students" 

10:09:29 (159,:160} O'Donnell: 11272 A another large group coming out" 

10:09:34 Loomis: "Roger 272.. personnel keeping track of the uh victims or the personnel coming out of 

the building ?11 

10:09:44 O'Donnell: 11Roger were conducting a (digital} .. walking them out the front...(digital}." 

10:09:52 Loomis: 1'Roger 27l11 
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Telephone call from O'Donnell to LaPrade 

10: 10:05 (162) 

LaPrade: "Connecticut State Police Dispatcher LaPrade, may I help you?" 

O'Donnell: "Bet·s (Brennan) its 272" 

LaPrade: "Hey .. " 

O'Donnell: "Alright we have ... we have people going out to Dennis f(eane ... they're taking a head 

count as they go out that way" 

LaPrade: (interrupts) ... "they're taking a head count with Dennis f<eane?" 

O'Donnell: (interrupts) "with Dennis l<eane and Rachael Van Ness" 

LaPrade: (talking to someone in dispatch) "/ have Mike O'Donnell" 

LaPrade: (To O'Donnell) "Rachael Van Ness and Dennis l<eane, ok" 

O'Donnell: "Dennis l(eane" 

O'Donnell: "They got..they stayed at the perimeter where the parents are kept back and were taking 

the kids out to Uiem alright ... uh .. we're gonna ... we're gonna .. need muli"iple ambulances ... muli"ip/e .. " 

LaPrade: (yelling to dispatch morn) "We're going t"o need multiple amhL;lances?n 

O'Donnell: " ... and there's multiple /(/As" 

LaPrade: (To O'Donnell) 11f'v1ultiple .. , ?" 

O'Donnell: "Multiple" 

LaPrade: (speaking to someone in dispatch room) " ... multiple /(!As as well ... per Sgt 

O'Donnell ... mu/Uple .. killed in action .. l<illed .. kil/ed in action .. /' (speaking to O'Donnell) 11 
.. ok" 

O'Donnell: "Like I said we have multiple ... multiple ... you know ... deaths here" 

LaPrade: (yelling to dispatch mom) " ... multiple deaths he's saying .. " (speaking to O'Donnell) "ok ... 

alright ... and some ... Timmy Loomis wants t"o talk to you ... / have some kids that are trapped in a couple 

of the rooms as well, nLtmber 24 ... " 

O'Donnell: (interrupts) "In room number twenty four" 

Together: "Number twenty four" 
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LaPrade: - .. it's at the back of the music room .. they're locked in the closet ... rmd in room 

23 .. two teachers and 16 kids .. they're ok and in the kindergarten class ... ■•IM .. t cannot get a hold of 

her now though" 

O'Donnell: (talking to someone else} "room 23, room 24" 

LaPrade: " ... and then the kindergarten class" 

O'Donnell: " ... and the kindergarten class" 

LaPrade: 'W•IWshe was injured in the foot um hold on I'm going to give you Timmy Loomis ... hold 

on" 

LaPrade puts telephone call on hold and Loomis picks up {165) 

Loomis: "Alright sarge ... " (unintelligible) 

O'Donnell: "Uh. Timmy ... we're still searching .. " 

Loomis: (interrupts) " ... you're the only one I could get contact with down there" 

O'Donnell: "I hear ya, I hear ya .. J'm in and out of the building, we have uh, we have uh multiple in 

the double digits of death here ... so it's not good .. we have .. were still clearing rooms .. we have one 

suspect. .one suspect down .. deceased .. but we think there is a second shooter were not sure .. there's 

multiple casings and magazine clips and weapons all around the building here .. " 

Loomis: 1101< .. um .. do we have any description on this guy so we can put it... 11 

O'Donnell: (interrupts} "no, no the only thing I got was that plate .. that plate J gave out to you .. f 

don't know if that's the car we think the gunman used" 

Loomis: (interrupts) "'/:hat comes bacl< i'o a female" 

O'Donnell: "okay, yes that's the only thing we have .. run any males with that Jost name ... " 

(unintelligible) 

Loomis: (interrupts) " .. out of Sandy Hool< too .. " 

O'Donnell: "ok, yeah see what we can get with that" 

Loomis: "Alright" 

O'Donnell: "OI<?" 

Loomis: "yup, uhhh and you have c1...people on scene that ... where they are and what they're doing?" 

O'Donnell : "yeah we have (unintelligible) ... everybody's here Timmy ... but' we got the .. " 
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Loomis: (interrupts) "well I know that I'm just trying to get a ballpark of where they are .. I don't have 

a schematic of the school" 

O'Donnell: "no, it's just a big square .. giant..giant square ... um we got people on the roof. .. people in 

and out of every .. every door, every closet" 

Loomis: "How about cm outside perimeter? Do you think we need it?" 

O'Donnell: "yeah .. no ... there's a perimeter set up .. we got guys everywhere out there .. all different 

departments ... were .. were trying i•o hoard all the kids together near the ambulances with Dennis 

l(eane and Rachael Van Ness and the parents" 

Loomis: "cause as far as I can see all our guys are in by the schooLwe don't have an outside 

perimeter in case that guy blows out" 

O'Donnell: "yup 098 and 401 are the ones hy you know with the kids ... we got so many guys out 

there .. / can see all the gray shirts .. / just can't tell you who they are" 

Loomis: "of<" 

O'Donnell: "Alright?" 

Loomis: "So we definitely know that t-his guy's still in i"he building?" 

O'Donnell: "We think there's cm other one in i"he building .. we have one .. 11 

Loomis: (interrupts) "no other shots fired?" 

O'Donnell: "no oi"her shots fired and we have one deceased .. i,,ve're not sure ahoui' a second shooter at 

this point" 

Loomis: "oh" 

O'Donnell: "ok?" 

Loomis: "yup" 

O'Donnell: "Alright' !"hanks Tim" 

Loomis: "I'm gonna ... yup" 

O'Donnell: "ok .. bye bye" 

Call ends 
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10:13:20 {170) C. Brown (#039): 11039 Troop A" 

10:13:30 Brennan: 11039" 

10:13:33 C. Brown: 11Coming up on 16, I'll be enroute" 

10:13:37 Brennan: ''Roger" 

10:13:39 Bartolotta (#161): 11161 A thirty one" 

10:13:42 Brennan: "Roger 161" 

10:13:50 {172, 1) Nadeau: 11138" 

2nd half of recordings 

10:14:06 (2) O'Donnell: "272 Troop A" 

10:14:16 Nadeau: "272" 

10:14:23 Davis: 11098, Troop A" 

10:14:25 Nadeau: 11098" 

10:14:28 Davis: " ... just a perimeter .. any .. any more responding vehicles have them help out with the 

segregation of the uh .. the kids ond the parents" 

10:14:38 Brennan: 11Roger11 

10:14:53 (3) Nadeau: 1113811 

10:14:58 Van f\less: 1113811 

10:15:00 Nadeau: 11Sorge1 whafs the name of that school again so I could get someone else there with 

you or are you all setr 

10:15:06 Van Ness: Tm all set. We got the school in lockdown, its Wesley Learning Center .. 92 Churchhill 

Rd ... (unintelligible) 11 

10:15:14 Nadeau: "Alright you oil set, you want another car? 

10:15:17 Van Ness: 11uh we should be all set" 

10:15:21 Nadeau: "ok" 
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Telephone call from O'Donnell to Binkowski 

10:15:20 (6) 

Rin!rnw<:!d· "State Police Trooper Binkowski" 

O'Donnell: "Hey Rick it's OD 272" 

Binkowski: "Yes sarge" 

O'Donnell: "We're clearing room 23 and 24 now" 

Binkowski: "Clear twenty ... " 

O'Donnell: "You had that on the list to clear ... were doing that' as we speak" 

Binkowski: "Clearing 23 and 24, roger that" 

O'Donnell: "lar .. large .. large mass groups of .. of kids coming out" 

Binkowski: "Ok, large group of kids coming out" 

O'Donnell: 11Yup" 

Binkowski: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Binkowski: "Yeah i'hanks" 

O'Donnell: "Thanks" 

Binkowski: "Bye" 

10:15:40 (7) C. Brown (#SA2241}: 11SA 2241 Troop A" 

10:15:46 Nadeau: ''Go ahead11 

10:15:49 C. Brown: 11
/ got uh State 1s Attorney Murray with me .. uh is there an area we can report to?1' 

10:15:58 Nadeau: 11Have them go to the P.D.'1 
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10:16:03 C. Brown: "Roger'' 

10:16:01 Van Deventer (9531): "9531 (Troop I} L" 

10:16:36 (10) Unknown: "Get another trooper for the uh parking lot by the school/or a crowd here" 

Telephone call from O'Donnell to Nadeau 

10:17:26 (12) 

Nadeau: "State Police" 

O'Donnell: "Hey it's OD again .... 'l.72 ... just an FYI on the back side of this building we have terrible 

radio service ... " 

Nadeau: (interrupts) "of<" 

O'Donnell: " .... terrible radio service on the hack side" 

Nadeau: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "Ok?" 

Nadeau: "Alright sarge" 

O'Donnell: "Yup, bye bye" 

10:18:55 (17) Loomis: 11272 11 

10:19:10 (18} Loomis: 1109811 

Telephone call from Loomis to O'Donnell 

10·.19:10 {19) 

O'Donnell: "272" 

Loomis: "Alright sarge, Tim" 
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O'Donnell: "What's up my man?" 

Loomis: "Ahhh trying to figure out who's inside, who's outside ... " 

n'Donnol!• 11Tim•ny tha.-o 1
C' 1-,,,.-,r/radC' ,,,F ,.,;.,F;,,.,, .. r II 

- 11\,.,,1 • ,111 II j \...ll.... ~ IILilll,,I l., ~ VJ Ujjll.,C,J.:1••• 

Loomis: (interrnpts) " ... oh I know I know hut they're asking me for accountahilit'y wise" 

O'Donnell: "I mean I got ... I got ... I got. uh Sgt Sa!meri with me here ... / got uh John McGeever with 

me here ... I got .. uh Wagnblas is here .. / got uh .. " 

Loornis: "give me numbers" 

O'Donnell: "McGeever's 837, Blumenthal's 690, two .. Joe {Salmeri) is .207, .161" 

Loomis: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "I'm uh .. Bartolona's here ... / mean there are so many people in and out of the 

building ... they're bringing muli'ip/e people out" 

Loomis: "Yup" 

Loomis: "I got ... I got ESU .. both tactical t·eam and bomb squad enroute to you" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Loomis: "um I goi• Trooper One trying to get into the air" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Loomis: "um ... any other news on second suspect? 11 

O'Donnell: "No nothing ... we're still clearing rooms .. we're hearing noises like in some closets we 

think some kids are hidden there so we're trying to get a set of keys" 

Loomis: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: " ... to open up closets .. we have one victim down which is the shooter .. and I'll get you .. ( 

unintelligible} 

Loomis: "What's he look like .. is it a kid? Guy?" 

O'Donneii: "uh no we;re assuming a guy .. they're saying like a male but we don't have any 

description ... " 
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Loomis: "You don't have a descript'ion or anything ... cause that car comes back to a Nancy Lazzy .. 11 

O'Donnell: "Nancy Lazzy?" 

Loomis: "LA NZ A" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Loomis: " ... and it's a 2010 Honda civic..black?" 

O'Donnell: (speaking to someone else) " .. 3440" 

Loomis: "Why do you think that car's the suspect?" 

O'Donnell: "That's .. that's where .. uh there was a gun or something .. a magazine right h)I that car" 

Loomis: "A gun and a magazine by the car" 

O'Donnell: " ... and that was parked right out front" 

Loomis: "Ok .. um ... we trying to get info on that car .. if you got a Newtown guy that may.be backlogged 

the 911 hook on Nancy Lanza" 

O'Donnell: "Uh yeah these guys are just i"/1e patrol guys here they're not.they can call their dispatch 

and have them do that" 

Loomis: 110h they're not answering their phone " 

O'Donnell: 110k yeah all these guys are just the patrol guys .. one guy is a Lt. here" 

Loomis: (interrupts) 11 
... you got two Sergeants and a Lieutenant there?1

' 

O'Donnell: "Yeah .. I only see one Lieutenant .. I haven't seen any of the Sergeants" 

Loomis: 1101<11 

O'Donnell: "Alright I'm going to try to meet up with 040 to let him know about the tact teams and the 

bomb squad" 

Loomis: "Yeah and if you con give me a count on who's in and who's out" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Loomis: 11 
••• and if we're sWI searching it" 
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O'Donnell: "Ok .. no we're definitely stilf searching room to room .. we're definitely going room to 

room" 

Loomis: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Loomis: "So you're inside going room to room" 

O'Donnell: "I'm inside right now, yup" 

Loornis: "Roger that" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

Together: "Bye" 

10:19:23 (21) Loomis: "098" 

10:20:06 (24) Unknown: " .... get off at 11 11 

10:20:14 Hofbauer: 11040 Troop A" 

10:20:17 Nadeau: 11040 11 

10:20:21 Hofbauer: 118e aware but make sure that PIO knows something is going on here" 

10:20:26 Brennan: "Been advised already" 

10:20:31 Nadeau: 11Roger sir already advised" 

10:20:35 Hofbauer: 11A roger" 

10:20:40 Davis: 1'098 you call?11 

10:20:45 {25) Nadeau: "0981 do we know how many people are in the building? Our people?" 

10:21:08 (26) Davis: " ... just be advised we may have two shooters and we may have a suspect vehicle 

that they might have pulled up in..CT eight-seven-two- Yankee-echo- Oscar .. black Honda" 

10:21:28 Rafferty: 11098 how many of our personnel are in the building uh per ESU? 11 
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10:21:34 Brennan: {breaks in) "Sandy Hook, registered to a female" 

10:21:38 Davis: "Unknown at this time" 

10:21:42 Rafferty: "Roger, do you need uh extra CSP personnel on scene?" 

10:21:50 Davis: 11We're all set with CSP personnel perimeter and inside .. if any other people are coming 

we just need them for the mess outside with the parents and the uh kids" 

10:21:59 Rafferty: '1Roger11 

10:22:04 Mingo {#081): 1181 Troop A we got assistance coming" 

10:22:12 Brennan: "Roger 081" 

10:21:20 C. Brown: "039 thirty one in the area" 

10:21:26 Loomis: "Roger 39" 

10:21:29 Unknown: (transmission cut off) " . ..I'm 31 11 (arrived) 

( unintelligible transmission) 

10:21:32 (30) Unknown: (transmission cut off) 11 
... 4 to A.,l'II be in the area also to help with parents" 

10:22:44 (31) Loomis: "A cars responding to the scene .. it's still active .. A cars responding still 

active ... check in with 272 or 040 ... upon arriving at the scene" 

10:23:14 (33) Delvecchia {#034): 11034 to uh Troop A, we got the area cordoned off so no vehicle can get 

out as well?" 

10:23:22 Loomis: "Roger 034" 

10:23:27 (36} Brennan: "425 or 56011 

10:23:58 (37) O'Donnell: "Large group coming out ... we should have a large group coming out" 

10:24:03 Loomis: "Roger 272 large group coming out the front door'' 

10:24:15 (38) Loomis: ''174" 

10:24:20 (39) Loomis: "A to044 you're not coming through on your mobile" 

10:24:31 (40) Nadeau: "L to 315 .. 453?" 
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10:24:44 (41) Nadeau: "Troop L to 3.15" 

10:24:49 Arbour (#315}: "315" 

10:25:00 (42) Nadeau: "315 could you respond to Newtown for the active shooting?" 

10:25:06 Arbour: "Roger enroute, would you like 507 to respond as well?" 

10:25:11 Nadeau: "Roger ... 453?" 

10:25:21 (44) Nadeau: "Troop L to 453" 

10:25:30 {45) Unknown: "Anybody driving 271UTLwe need to move it" 

10:26:02 {47) J. Covello (#167): ".167 A" 

10:26:07 Nadeau: "167 come in" 

10:26:10 .l. Covello: "Can you please rebroadcast all .... " (echo drowns out transmission) 

10:26:19 Brennan: "167 there's too much echo in the background ... try it again" 

10:26:22 J. Covello: "Roger can you please rebroadcast all Western District Major Crime personnei to 

go to the scene" 

10:26:33 Loomis: "Roger 167 we're gonna switch over to channel two or channel eight. This is still an 

active scene .. keep the air clean" 

10:26:47 Transmission is unintelligible 

10:26:43 (49) Jagoda (#044): 1144 to 40 11 

10:26:55 (50} FBI 20: "New Haven FBI 20 to Troop A on channel r 

10:27:07 {52) Transmission is unintelligible 

10:27:10 (53) Brennan: (cut off) 11FBI car" 

10:27:13 FBI 20: 1120 inbound at our location with uh UCONN ER support...uh is there a link up point?" 

10:27:24 Brennan: 11Stand by one let me find out where the uh staging area is" 

10:27:29 F3l 20: 11Roger we also have sorne tactical outfits avai!oble ijr neededn 
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10:27:36 Brennan: "Roger" 

10:27:24 (54) Sordi (#560): 115601s on" 

10:27:34 Loomis: 11560 use channel eight ... A to 272 11 

10:27:44 O'Donnell: "272 come in" 

10:27:47 Loomis: 11Roger ... a closet in the l<itchen ... it has some victims ... /et us know, we'll call the number 

so they know you're comin'" 

10:28:02 Brennan: ''272" 

Telephone call between LaPrade and O'Donnell 

10:28:45 (53) 

LaPrade : "Connecticut State Police ... DispCJtcher LaPrade, may I help you?" 

O'Donnell: "l<aren, OD again" 

LaPrade: "Hey" 

O'Donnell: " .. got the cleaner's set of keys ... we're going through unlocked closets looking for young 

children that might he in there .. secure" 

LaPrade: "Of<" 

O'Donnell: "So we're doing that right' now and then we are going back around we1re going to do 

another whole perimeter and we're gonna do another search of the en Ure building systematically 

again" 

LaPrade: (LaPrade speaking to TFC Loomis) "Timmy" (LaPrade speaking with O'Donnell) "Ok do you 

guys have the shooters or no?" 

O'Donnell: "No, we have one confirmed shooter now" 

LaPrade: {interrupts) " ... you have one confirmed shooter ... you have 'em in custody or is he dead?" 

O'Donnell: "He's .. he's dead, he's dead" 

LaPrade: "He's dead" (turns to room "they have one confirmed shooter dead") 
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O'Donnell: 11We have one confirmed shooter dead .. we're still in the process of .. cfear .. a/1 the rooms 

have been looked at .. " 

LaPrade: "All the rooms have been looked at (talks over O'Donnell} now you're going through the 

ciosets {turns to room "this is Sgt O;DonneW') 

O'Donnell: 11Closets of the rooms again we're going to he doing everything thoro .. thoroughmatically 

(sic) again" 

LaPrade: "Ok alright, hut you don't have the other shooter?" 

O'Donnell: "No and we can't even confirm there's a second one yet. We can't confirm that" 

laPrade: (interrupts) " ... you don't know if.., you can't confirm that t·here is a second?" 

LaPrade: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "We found two sweaters and two weapons .. that's what leads us to maybe believe" 

laPrade: (interrupts) " ... closet..closets in the kitchen, Timmy says" 

O'Donnell: " ... there was two shooters" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

taPrade: "cause I guess,,, " 

O'Donnell: "Alright-" 

LaPrade: 11There's a kii"chen too that there was somebody ... 10 or 12 people in the kitchen area" 

O'Donnell: "Alright" 

LaPrade: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "After ... (talking to someone in the room) we're going to check the kitchen ... there are 

people Jocked in the kitchen closet ... after this" 

LaPrade: "Of<" 

O'Donnell: (Talking to someone in the room) "tell him to get a Newtown guy .. we'll get there" 

LaPrade: "Of<, how many teams do you have in there?" 
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O'Donnell: 11Uh we don't know how many kids we have in here?" 

LaPrade: "Well how many teams do you have with you?" 

O'Donne!!: "Oh god .. we have .. we have ... " 

LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... tact team was inquiring that's why. They are coming down with the bomb 

squad" 

O'Donnell: "Ok that.. (to someone in the room) How many tact guys we got here?" 

LaPrade: (speaking to the dispatch room) "he .. he doesn't know right now" 

O'Donnell: 11Right now there's two tact guys .. right now" 

LaPrade : "Two taci" guys are with him righi' now" 

O'Donnell: "I got Poach..and what's ... what's uh..Faughnan and Poach are here" 

LaPrade: (yells to room} "Faughnan and Poach are there right now .. with him .. Faughnan and Poach 

are with him right now .. he doesn't know how many teams he has with him rigM now .. but they're 

going to ... " 

O'Donnell: (interrupts) "those are the only two t:aci• team guys with me,,." 

LaPrade: (interrupts) "those are the only tact team guys you have wit"h you right now.,.ok .. alright.so 

you're gonna .. " 

O'Donnell: (interrupts) 11Barto/0Ua .. l got Bartolotta .. Bartolotta" 

LaPrade: " .. and Bartolotta as we/1 .. ol< alright'" 

O'Donnell: {speaking to someone else) "Yeah..there's kids locked in the kitchen ... " 

O'Donnell: "Ok, were going to start clearing some rooms" 

LaPrade: 110k thanks Mike .. hye" 

O'Donnell: "Yup, bye bye" 
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10:28:25 {56} Transmission unintelligible 

10:28:41 (57) Binkowski: "yeah 453?" 

10:28:56 (59, 60} Nadeau: "044 you calling?" 

10:29:00 Jagoda: "Yeah, Newtown Jocking down the other schools too?" 

10:29:05 Nadeau: "Roger" 

10:28:58 (61) Transmission unintelligible 

10:29:02 (62} D'Elia (#453): 11453" 

10:29:05 Binkowski: "Roger suit up .. start heading down to Newtown ... 12 Dickerson Rd . .!'// throw it in 

your CAD" 

10:29:06 (63) Brennan: 115181 you cal/in?" 

10:29:10 Roy (#518): "Roger were looking for some guidance .. direction off of 841 exit?" 

10:29:25 (64) Brennan: "You're gonna take a left off exit 10 onto rte 34 .. continue onto Riverside Road 

right on to Dickinson..Dickerson Drive ... number twelve" 

10:29:33 Roy: "Roger on exit 10" 

10:29:42 Brennan: "Troop A to the FBI unit that was calling" 

10:29:47 FBI 20: "FBI 20 is on" 

10:29:50 Brennan: 11lf you can just respond to 12 Dickerson Drive .. they have a staging area there .. ,n the 

front of the school" 

10:29:58 FBI 20: "Roger, thank you ... and with those directions, is it a right off of exit 10 to 34?11 

10:30:04 Brennan: "Westbound exit 10 ... left onto Rte 34 ... continue onto Riverside Rd .. .right onto 

Dickerson drive ... number twelve" 

10:30:14 FBI 20: "Roger, thank you" 

10:30:13 (67) Davis: 112 uh ... 098 Troop A" 

10:30:16 Roach: 11098 come in" 
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10:30:20 Davis: "ESU arrived we're forming up to do a double check of the building" 

10:30:27 Roach: "Ok roger ... one of the places is in the kitchen ... there's a teacher and eighteen kids 

there" 

Telephone call between LaPrade and O'Donnell 

10:31:33 (68) 

LaPrade: "Connecticut State Police Dispatcher LaPrade" 

O'Donnell: "l(aren it's me again ... we just· got 18 .. 18 kids out with some uh, some adults out of this 

closet" 

LaPrade: "Out of which closet?" 

O'Donnell: 110ut of the library closet ... library closet" 

LaPrade: (interrupts) 11 
••• the library closet?" 

LaPrade: 110k ... " 

O'Donnell: (still talking) 1118 kids and about four adults" 

LaPrade: " ..... so you got eighteen kids and four adults out of the library closet?" 

O'Donnell: "Yeah" 

LaPrade: "Of<" 

O'Donnell: "Ok?" 

LaPrade: 11Alright thanks l\/1ike .. bye" 

O'Donnell: 11
/ got no .. / got no radio service on i-his side of the building . ./'// be calling in by the .. " 

laPrade: (interrupts) "no you call in" 

O'Donnell: 1101< alright bye bye" 

LaPrade: "Yup waitf v,;ait!" 
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O'Donnell: "Ok, go ahead" 

LaPrade: "Rear of the kitchen ... there's a closet" 

O'Donnell: "Yup" 

LaPrade: "Teacher's in there with 18 students" 

O'Donnell: (talking to someone in the room) "Yup behind the kitchen ... i•eacher there with 8 or 10 

kids ... in the kitchen of<?" 

O'Donnell: (to Karen) ''Ok we'll do that right now" 

LaPrade: (talking to someone in dispatch room) "Got the library kids out..." (back to O'Donnell) "ok 
JI 

O'Donnell: "I'm going with the tact team" 

LaPrade: "Alright"" (back to dispatch room) "/ know they're out because I talked to her already" 

O'Donnell: "Ok" 

LaPrade: "Ok" 

O'Donnell: "We're going through the kii"chen now with i"he i"act temn .. " 

LaPrade: (interrupts) " ... going through the kitchen now with the i"aci' team? A1;vesome .. ok" 

O'Donnell: "Ok ... alright bye" 

LaPrade: "Thanks bye" 

10:32:08 (69) Macisco (#906): "906 to 1413 (Bennechi)" 

(Can hear evidence of radios being keyed up, transmissions not coming through) 

10:32:17 Brennan: "174 you calling?" 
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Telephone call between Binkowski and Cario 

10:32:22 {70) 

Binkowski: "State Police, Trooper Binkowski" 

Cario: "Hey, this is Bill Caria" 

Binkowski: "Yes sarge, what's up?" 

Cario: "Pu ... put out on the air i•hat the ... there's ... there's no active shoot-ing ... but personnel can 

continue this way cause we're going to need help with crowd control" 

Binkowski: "Ok, no longer active" 

Cario: "Reduce your speed" 

Binkowski: "No longer active ... reduce your speed ... but continue?" 

Cario: "Right" 

Binkowski: "Of< boss" 

Binkowski: "Yup" 

Together: "Bye" 

10:32:37 (72, 73) Unknown: "Let's put a guy on the end of this road ... keep this .. uh road clear .. we don't 

want parents coming up here we need to get. .. uh EMS out of here ... this is our only way .. keep it clear" 

10:32:51 Unknown: "Sergeant I'll (cutting in) ... uh ... take care of that for me" 

10:33:00 Unknown: unintelligible transmission 

10:33:07 (73) Brennan: "Troop A to all units ... Troop A to all units .. Newtown PD commanding officer at 

the scene is stating that there's no active shooting at this time ... no active shooting at this time" 

10:33:54 Loomis: "A to all cars responding to the scene ... in Newtown ... all cars responding to the 

scene .. the scene is not active .. not active at this time ... reduce your speed but continue ... no need for 

further response" 
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10:34:14 Unknown: 11(uninte!!igib!e) .... can we raise 1413 and get his canine upfront? 11 

10:34:31 Brennan: 11Troop A to 141311 




